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Escalation of China-US trade war
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The China-US trade war has re-escalated. US
President Donald Trump said last Thursday that
his government will impose 10% tariffs on the
remaining USD 300bn Chinese goods entering
the US, effective from September 1. In
response, China suspended the purchases of US
agricultural goods and allowed the yuan to
depreciate past 7 against the dollar on Monday.
The US Treasury immediately reacted by
designating China as a currency manipulator,
which opens the door for the US to impose
more sanctions on China going forward.

•

Trump’s decision of imposing tariffs on USD
300bn Chinese products, which are largely
comprised of electronics, clouds Taiwan’s
export outlook in 2H19-2020.

•

Adding to the trade war worries is the
deterioration in cross-strait ties. China’s
suspension of an individual travel program
for Taiwan could significantly hurt the
latter’s tourism sector.

•

On the positive front, investment
repatriation and trade diversion are
proceeding faster than expected; “Made in
Taiwan” is coming back to the fore.

•

Implication for our forecasts: Taking these
developments into account, we maintain
Taiwan’s GDP growth forecasts at 1.9% for
2019 and 1.8% for 2020.

•

Implication for investors: Taiwan’s central
bank may not join their regional peers in
cutting rates soon.

As far as the next round of US tariffs are
concerned (10%, USD 300bn), the potential
disruption to margins and profits of global
electronics companies could be considerable.
This tariff list includes essentially all products
not covered by the previous rounds of tariffs
against China (25%, USD 250bn). In particular, it
includes a wide range of consumer electronics
products, from cellphones, laptops, to
computer monitors and flat panel TVs.
The China-based electronics firms may have
some bargaining power with the US importers
to raise prices and pass on the tariff costs. This
is because the alternative substitutes of Chinamade electronics products are limited – China
accounts for close to 40% of the US’s imports of
machinery and electrical equipment, or 30% of
the world’s total exports of machinery and
electrical equipment (including shipments
through Hong Kong).
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Having said that, price elasticity of electronics
products is relatively high compared to daily
necessities like food and clothes. Demand may
decline if their prices go up, especially against
the current backdrop that the US’s economic
growth momentum is slowing.
The ripple effect on Taiwan could be significant.
Taiwan is highly involved in the electronics
supply chain centred around China today.
About 20% of China’s imports of electrical
equipment are sourced from Taiwan. Taiwan’s
exports of electrical equipment to China
account for nearly 20% of the island’s GDP.
Meanwhile, there is a significant correlation
between China’s imports of electrical
equipment from Taiwan and its related exports
(0.7 in 2001-2018), and between China’s
imports of electrical equipment from Taiwan
and its related exports to the US market (0.5).
To Taiwan, the trade disruption impact of 10%
tariffs on USD 300bn Chinese exports is likely to
be bigger than that of the 25% tariffs imposed
on USD 250bn Chinese exports so far. We
reckon that it would cut Taiwan’s GDP growth
by a circa 0.4ppt during the 2H19-2020 period.
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China's electronics imports from Taiwan & exports to US
% YoY
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China’s tourism ban on Taiwan
Adding to the trade war worries is the ongoing
deterioration in cross-strait relations in the runup to Taiwan’s January 2020 presidential
elections. Beijing suddenly announced last
week to suspend a program that allows Chinese
individual tourists from 47 mainland cities to
travel to Taiwan, effective from August 1.
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Individual travel accounts for as much as 40% of
the total number of Chinese tourists visiting
Taiwan. And Chinese tourists contribute about
25% to Taiwan’s total visitor arrivals. Hence,
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China’s tourism ban can cause a significant loss
in Taiwan’s tourism revenues. We estimate it to
be 0.4% of GDP during the 2H19-2020 period.
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estimated to boost Taiwan’s total export
growth by 0.1ppt, and GDP growth by 0.07ppt.
Taiwan: GDP - investment growth

The rise of MIT
On the positive front, investment repatriation
and trade diversion are proceeding faster than
expected. After more than a decade of
investment exodus and industrial hollowing
out, “Made in Taiwan” (MIT) is coming back to
the fore. On the one hand, the China-US trade
war has boosted the need for the China-based
Taiwanese firms to diversify their supply chains.
On the other hand, the Taiwanese government
has launched an “Invest Taiwan” campaign
against the backdrop of trade war, proactively
offering tax, rental, and financial incentives to
lure companies to return to Taiwan to invest.
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According to the Invest Taiwan Office, there
have been investment applications from 102
Taiwanese firms with overseas operations so far
this year (as of August 2), with the amount
totalling TWD 504.7bn (2.8% of GDP). Assuming
half of these figures are fresh investment and
70% will be realised over a three-year horizon,
investment repatriation is expected to boost
GDP growth by about 1ppt during the 20192021 period. Indeed, the actual investment
indicators have started to pick up. Gross capital
formation under the GDP account registered a
strong 6.5% YoY growth in 1H19, well above the
10-year average of 2.2%. Gross fixed capital
formation also grew a robust 6.3% YoY in 1Q19.
Reflected in trade figures, Taiwan’s exports to
the US have picked up notably, from an average
of 8.2% YoY in 1H18 to 12.2% in 2H18-1H19. In
the US’s import market, Taiwan’s share has
risen from 1.8% in Jun18 to 2.1% as of Jun19. A
1ppt rise in exports to the US market is
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Forecast implications
Thanks to strong investment and better-thanexpected export performance, the Taiwanese
economy grew 2.1% YoY in 1H19, surprisingly
outperforming South Korea (1.9%), Singapore
(0.6%) and Hong Kong (0.6%). Notwithstanding
the new headwinds from the escalation of trade
war and deterioration in cross-strait ties, the
tailwinds from investment repatriation and
trade diversion appear strong enough to offset
in the near term. We therefore maintain our
GDP growth forecasts for 2019 and 2020, at
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1.9% and 1.8%, respectively. Accordingly, we
also expect Taiwan’s central bank to keep the
benchmark discount rate unchanged at 1.375%
in 2H19-2020, refraining from joining the
regional peers in easing monetary policy.
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